Kitchen living – variable in size and material

LEICHT offers new planning ideas for open, homely kitchens – a central component is the rear panel which is variable in material and dimensions.

For LEICHT – and the kitchen studios planning with the Swabian manufacturer – individual interior design is becoming ever more important. As are imaginative material and colour concepts to seamlessly integrate the kitchen into the living area.

Holistic kitchen planning – even in a compact space

This year’s Küchenmeile A 30 fair provides a comprehensive overview of LEICHT’s kitchen innovations and, among other things, presents solutions that can be implemented in a compact space. Rear panel elements, which can be coordinated entirely to suit the environment in terms of material and dimensions and which ensure a harmonious transition from the kitchen to the living area, are a central component of LEICHT’s planning approach.
Materials with a natural and warm look

A range of different new materials is also considerably extending the individual planning spectrum. LEICHT is presenting new surfaces with a warm and natural look for front design: from an attractive replication of finely structured eucalyptus wood through lacquer with a metallic shimmer to a high-grade concrete reproduction.

“We plan the space from the ceiling to the floor holistically – so it is irrelevant whether we are developing a kitchen for smaller or larger ground plans. What is important is to harmoniously integrate the kitchen space in different ways into the particular living environment,” says Stefan Waldenmaier, CEO and Chairman of the Board of LEICHT, of the innovations.
The interior concept comprising cooking run, wall units and tall unit is given a homely touch with a rear panel made of finely structured genuine wood. LEICHT offers great diversity both in terms of the surfaces and what’s inside drawers and units. The floor units featuring elegant concrete reproduction are a genuine eye-catcher. Photo: LEICHT

High-grade interior design systems are an elementary part of LEICHT kitchens. The interior frame system used by LEICHT with its glass side panels allows you to see exactly what’s inside and harmonises with the fronts. Photo: LEICHT
Close-up of the new front in concrete reproduction with an ergonomic recessed handle. The special character of concrete is reflected in the high-grade reproduction. The high finishing quality of LEICHT is revealed close up. Photo: LEICHT

The tall unit with its continuous fronts, so calm to the outside, opens up to reveal a whole range of different useful storage solutions and can be equipped individually. Photo: LEICHT

Bulky goods such as crates of drinks are conveniently stowed in the tall unit and are always to hand when needed. LEICHT developed its very own drink fixture for this purpose. Photo: LEICHT

Inside you will discover a number of solutions that have been planned down to the last detail: for example a narrower shelf with special fixtures for a brush and dustpan. Photo: LEICHT

Even when the space available is limited, LEICHT makes it possible to realise a spacious, open kitchen. The kitchen architecture shown here is characterised by a highboard run with a parapet element and island solution. The two surfaces look warm and natural: the fronts with a slightly metallic shimmer stand in perfect harmony with the replication of finely structured eucalyptus wood of the parapet. Photo: LEICHT

The two surfaces look warm and natural: the fronts with a slightly metallic shimmer stand in perfect harmony with the replication of finely structured eucalyptus wood as used in the parapet and bar top. The interior is also high-grade and provides a glimpse of what is stowed away thanks to the glass side panels. Photo: LEICHT
Communication in the open kitchen. LEICHT is presenting a compact island solution with bar tops. Like the parapet, the bar is made of replicated, finely structured eucalyptus wood. Photo: LEICHT

The open room planning with an overall harmonious look is characteristic of LEICHT: the bright white with a delicate hint of grey elegantly harmonises with the finely structured oak. The shelves and open compartments underline the pleasant homeliness – the side panel table, at the same height as the island, looks just as homely and inviting. Photo: LEICHT

Details of the inside: the high-grade, glass side panels and glass blenders of the inner pullouts are the hallmark of the L-Box interior fitting system developed by LEICHT. Trays made of genuine wood for holding kitchen utensils are expressive and exude quality. Photo: LEICHT

This open and homely kitchen is all about clarity and contrast. The elegant, matt white fronts are kept in the same colour as handles and worktop. The shelving and the side panel table made of finely structured oak veneer are homely and provide a contrast. The planning concept shown here by LEICHT can be varied to suit individual customer requirements and adapted to conform to the available space. Photo: LEICHT

Calm unit fronts with a complex interior are a central planning element in LEICHT kitchens. The open shelving made of finely structured oak veneer breaks up the unit run and brings warmth to the room. A new planning detail is the fixture for crates of drinks available in different dimensions. The crates are positioned ergonomically to ensure the individual bottles are easy to take out. Photo: LEICHT